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Abstract
It is well known that checkerboard partitioning can exploit more concurrency than striped
partitioning because the matrix computation can be divided among more processors than in
the case of striping. In this work we analyze the performance of Neville method when a check-
erboard partitioning is used, focusing on the special case of block–cyclic-checkerboard par-
titioning. This method is an alternative to Gaussian elimination and it has been proved to be
very useful for some classes of matrices, such as totally positive matrices. The performance
of this parallel system is measured in terms of the efficiency (the fraction of time for which a
processor is usefully employed) which in our model is close to one, when the optimum block
size is used. Also, we have executed our algorithms on a Parallel PC cluster, observing that
both efficiencies (theoretical and empirical) are quite similar.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The recent availability of advanced-architecture computers has had a significant
impact on all spheres of scientific computation including algorithm research and soft-
ware development in numerical linear algebra (for both serial and parallel
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computers). In particular, the solution of linear systems of equations lies at the heart
of most calculation in scientific computing.
Regarding linear algebra, Gasca and Mühlbach introduce in [13] the general idea
of Neville elimination by taking as a starting point the interpolation formula of Ait-
ken–Neville. This process appears in a natural way when Neville strategy of inter-
polation is used for solving linear systems; this fact also occurs with the Gaussian
method and the strategy of Aitken.
Neville elimination proceeds by making zeros in a matrix column by adding to
each row an adequate multiple of the previous one. This process is an alternative to
Gaussian elimination and it has been proved to be very useful with totally positive
matrices, sign-regular matrices or other related types of matrices, without increasing
the error bounds (see [2,15]).
A real matrix is called totally positive if all its minors are non-negative. Totally
positive matrices arise naturally in many areas of Mathematics, Statistics, Econom-
ics, etc. Their applications to Approximation Theory and Computer Aided Geomet-
ric Design (CAGD) are especially interesting (see [14]). Other fields where totally
positive matrices play an important role can be found in [1].
Neville elimination is applied in CAGD to certain matrices (called collocation
matrices) with which control polygons are built. Furthermore, totally positive bases
present good shape-preserving properties due to the variation-diminishing properties
of totally positive matrices (see [12, pp. 133–155]). When an LU factorization is con-
sidered, Neville elimination allows L to be the product of bidiagonal matrices. This
characteristic has been used by Gasca and Peña to characterize totally positive matri-
ces, as well as to design corner cutting algorithms in CAGD. Also, this factorization
has been applied to works about error analysis (see [2,7]).
Some researchers have used similar ideas to Neville elimination when looking
for efficient pivoting strategies of elimination procedures to solve linear systems
in parallel computing. These strategies have been called pairwise pivoting strate-
gies for Gaussian elimination, and so pivoting does not increase the time devoted to
communications (see [11, p. 100] and [22]).
On the other hand, other authors have focused their works on the performance
of some usual methods to solve equation systems from the perspective of parallel
computing (see, for example, [8,9,17,19,20]). These works deal with some of the
most classical results about Gaussian elimination, LU decomposition and others.
To process a matrix in parallel, we must partition it so that the partitions can be
assigned to different processors. The data partitioning significantly affects the perfor-
mance of a parallel system. Hence, it is important to determine which data-mapping
scheme is the most appropriate one for each algorithm.
In order to distribute the matrices over the processors, two different ways are
usually taken into account: the striped partitioning and the checkerboard partitioning.
When a striped partitioning is performed, the matrix is divided into groups
of complete rows or columns. In this case, each processor is assigned to one such
group.
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Our recent papers have been focused on the performance study of Neville method
considering different strategies in which the coefficient matrix is striped by parti-
tioning among the processors.
In [3] a block-striped partitioning is presented for Neville elimination. In this
work the performance of that algorithm is deeply analyzed. In the same way, in [4,5]
we made an study of the block-striped partitioning by checking the advantages of
using multiprocessors. In [6] we also prove that this algorithm is cost-optimal for
a given parallel implementation of Neville elimination, while in case of Gaussian
elimination (see [20]) a pipelined version is necessary in order to obtain the optimal
cost.
In this work we analyze the performance of Neville method when a checkerboard
partitioning is performed. In a checkerboard partitioning, the matrix is divided into
smaller square or rectangular blocks of submatrices that are distributed among pro-
cessors. A checkerboard partitioning splits both the rows and the columns of the
matrix, so non-complete row or column is assigned to any processor.
We center the study in a particular case, the block–cyclic-checkerboard partition-
ing. In this partitioning the blocks are mapped in a cyclic way among the proces-
sors. The performance of this parallel algorithm is analyzed by using some common
metrics (see [20]).
In the last part of this work the theoretic and numerical results are compared. The-
oretic expectancies are successful in the sense that coincide with the results obtained
when implementing the algorithm on a Parallel PC cluster. In our algorithm the effi-
ciency is close to one when the optimum block size (a block allowing us to obtain
the maximum efficiency) is used.
2. Neville elimination
A system of equations Ax = b is usually solved in two stages. First, through a
series of algebraic manipulations, the original system of equations is reduced to an
upper-triangular system Ux = y. In the second stage, the upper-triangular system
is solved by a procedure known as back-substitution (this process has been deeply
studied to undertake other problems, see [17,19]). We present the Neville elimination
method for upper-triangularization.
Neville elimination is a procedure to make zeros in a column of a matrix by adding
to each row an adequate multiple of the previous one (instead of using just a row with
a fixed pivot as Gauss elimination). This method is very useful for some classes of
matrices, such as totally positive matrices. For a detailed and formal introduction of
it we refer to [16]. Here we restrict ourselves to a brief description.
If A is a non-singular (which is the most common case) square matrix of order n,
this elimination procedure consists of at most n− 1 successive major steps, resulting
in a sequence of matrices as follows:
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A = A(1) −→ A¯(1) −→ A(2) −→ A¯(2) −→ · · · −→ A(n) = A¯(n) = U, (1)
where U is an upper-riangular matrix. We have that for each 1  k  n, the matrix
A¯(k) = (a¯(k)i,j )1i,jn has zeros below its main diagonal in the first k − 1 columns,
and it also verifies
a¯
(k)
i,k = 0, i  k ⇒ a¯(k)h,k = 0, ∀h  i. (2)
In order to get (2) the matrix A¯(k) is obtained from A(k) by moving to the bottom the
rows with a zero entry in column k, if necessary. The moved rows are placed in the
same relative order they had in A(k). To get A(k+1) from A¯(k) we produce zeros in
column k below the main diagonal. Observe that in this process if row changes are
not necessary, then A(k) = A¯(k) for all k.
Let us consider the case in which Neville elimination can be performed without
changing rows; this happens, for example, when A is a non-singular totally positive
matrix. This fact is specially interesting to keep the band structure when working
with this kind of matrices such that, for example, when the interpolation problem is
solved by using B-splines because their collocation matrices are totally positive band
matrices.
When Neville elimination is performed without changing rows, to get A(k+1) from
A(k), we produce zeros in the column k below the main diagonal by subtracting a
multiple of the ith row from the (i + 1)th for i = n− 1, n− 2, . . . , k, according to
the formula
a
(k+1)
i,j =

a
(k)
i,j −
a
(k)
i,k
a
(k)
i−1,k
a
(k)
i−1,j , if k + 1  i  n, a(k)i−1,k /= 0, k  j  n,
a
(k)
i,j , elsewhere.
(3)
In the same way, the vector of independent terms is being modified stage by stage.
Therefore, if back-substitution is considered the sequential run time of the proce-
dure is
T (n; 1) = 4n
3 + 3n2 − 7n
6
tc ≈ 2n
3
3
tc, (4)
where tc is the time spent to carry out one operation in float point.
This cost coincides with the cost of sequential Gaussian elimination (see [20]).
However, the cost of Neville elimination method applied to certain matrices is lower
than Gaussian cost (see [16]).
As it is noted in [16], if A is non-singular, then Neville elimination can be applied
over A without changing rows if and only if A can be decomposed as LU and Neville
elimination can be applied over L. In this case the multipliers of A and L are the
same. This fact is also known for Gaussian elimination.
In the same work it is proved that the multipliers got from transforming A = LU
to U are the same that those got from converting L to I in Neville as well in Gaussian
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elimination. However, in case of Neville elimination those multipliers are opposite to
those obtained from getting L−1 to I ; this fact is not true for Gaussian elimination.
Finally, a lot of computations are made unnecessarily if L−1 is a band matrix in
Neville elimination as well as Gaussian elimination. However, L usually is a dense
lower-triangular matrix and so it is not possible to save computations when Gauss-
ian elimination is performed over L or over A = LU . On the other hand, the cost
of Neville elimination for L or A is the same as the one for L−1. In general, the
number of non-zero multipliers of Neville elimination for A is the minimum of the
number of non-zero multipliers needed to perform Gaussian elimination to L and
L−1.
Regarding the use of pivoting strategies, [15] proves that in exact arithmetic the
Neville elimination does not need row exchange when scaled partial pivoting is used
and A is a non-singular totally positive matrix. The same result holds, for sufficiently
high precision arithmetic, for a class of totally positive matrices which nevertheless
includes the most interesting of them, i.e., B-spline collocation matrices, Hurwitz
matrices, etc.
On the other hand, it is known that with finite arithmetic Gauss elimination with-
out pivoting produces a small componentwise relative backward error when totally
positive matrices are used (see [18]). In [2] it is proved that the backward error
bounds obtained by Neville elimination are quite similar to those obtained by other
authors for Gauss elimination.
3. Checkerboard partitioning
In this section we consider a parallel implementation of Neville algorithm in
which the matrix A of the linear equation system Ax = b is divided into smaller
square blocks. This distribution is called checkerboard partitioning.
Consider a two-dimensional wraparound mesh of k processors, such that k  n2.
The processor in row i and column j is denoted by Pi,j , with i = 1, . . . ,
√
k and
j = 1, . . . ,√k. A two-way communication line links Pi,j to its neighbors Pi+1,j ,
Pi−1,j , Pi,j+1 and Pi,j−1.
Let A = (Ai,j )1i,jp be an n× n matrix, Ai,j a m×m submatrix of A for 1 
i, j  p, then each one of the Ai,j blocks are split among the processors in a cyclic
way as it is shown in Fig. 1.
This partitioning, called block–cyclic-checkerboard, assigns h× h blocks of m×
m consecutive elements to each processor, being h = n/(m√k) with m ∈ [1, n/√k].
If m = n/√k this algorithm is known as block-checkerboard partitioning and if m =
1 the method is named cyclic-checkerboard partitioning.
If we need to implement a matrix algorithm by using checkerboarding on an archi-
tecture other than mesh, the logical mesh is embedded into the physical interconnec-
tion network.
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Fig. 1. Block–cyclic-checkerboard partitioning.
3.1. Algorithm
Let us study the parallel algorithm performance in an iteration j . In this iteration
the variable xj must be removed. Hence, it is necessary to reduce to zero the elements
a
(j)
n,j , a
(j)
n−1,j , . . . , a
(j)
j+1,j . In order to get this result it is necessary to follow four steps:
• Step 1. A processor Pi,l sends the last row of each block to the processor Pi+1,l
when the index of such row is larger than j . If i = √k the elements are transferred
to processor P1,l . These rows are necessary to obtain A(j+1) from A(j).
• Step 2. Compute the multipliers to get zeros in entries (n, j), (n− 1, j), . . . , (j +
1, j).
• Step 3. Transfer the multipliers computed in Pi,l (in Step 2) to each active proces-
sor being in the row i of the mesh.
• Step 4. Compute the elements a(j+1)i,t according to the expression (3).
Let T (n; k) be the total parallel cost when k processors are used. This cost is
obtained by computing communication and computation time. Hence
T (n; k) = tcomputation + tcommunication. (5)
3.2. Computation time
In this algorithm the computations are made simultaneously over all processors.
Hence, computation cost is studied for processor P√k,√k because it is the processor
that makes the largest number of computations.
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Let the computation time be
tcomputation = (nsr + np + nd)tc, (6)
being tc the time for making a float operation, and nsr, np and nd are the number of
sums/subtractions, products or divisions respectively.
Thus, by Eq. (6) the computation time is
tcomputation ≈
(
4n2 + 6mn√k − 6mn+ 2m2k − 2m2√k) n
6k
tc. (7)
Note that if m = n/√k, that is, when a block-checkerboard partitioning is performed
in Neville elimination, the computation cost is given by
tcomputation(block_chec) ≈
(
2
k
− 4
3k3/2
)
n3tc. (8)
Computation cost for cyclic-checkerboard partitioning (m = 1) is
tcomputation(cyclic_chec) ≈
(
2
3k
)
n3tc. (9)
3.3. Communication time
As for communication time, we use here the model defined by Kumar in [20].
This approximation is based on a MIMD distributed memory architecture, where the
processors are connected by an interconnection network. In this case, a message con-
taining α words (float numbers) can be sent between directly connected processors
in time
tcommunication(direc_connec) = ts + αtw, (10)
where ts is the time required to handle a message at a sending processor and tw is the
transfer time of a number in float point.
Taken account of the above considerations, if the size of the message is α, then
the communication time of one-to-all broadcast with a cut-through routing is
tcommunication(one_to_all) = log2(k)ts + α log2(k)tw + 2(
√
k − 1)th (11)
for a mesh, where k is the number of processors. Like Kumar and Dongarra (see
[20,21]) we do not consider the term 2(√k − 1)th, due to th (per-hop time) is quite
small in most parallel systems.
Now the communication time is calculated for parallel Neville elimination. There
exist two kinds of communications.
In the Step 1 a processor Pi,l sends the last row of each block to processor Pi+1,l ,
so a communication between neighbor processors is made. The processor which
makes the maximum number of communications is P√k−1,√k .
On the other hand, in Step 3 a processor transfers the multipliers to the proces-
sors that need them (one-to-all broadcast). The processors of the row √k make the
maximum number of communications.
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Therefore the communication time (tcommunication) is approximately
n log2(
√
k)ts +
(
n3
3mk
+ n
2
2
√
k
+ nm
6
+ n
2 log2(
√
k)
2
√
k
+ nm log2(
√
k)
2
)
tw.
(12)
Regarding block-checkerboard partitioning, if m is replaced by n/
√
k in Eq. (12)
then communication cost is approximated by
tcommunication(block_chec) ≈ n log2(
√
k)ts +
(
1√
k
+ log2(
√
k)√
k
)
n2tw.
(13)
In case of cyclic-checkerboard partitioning (m = 1) its communication cost is
tcommunication(cyclic_chec) ≈ n log2(
√
k)ts + n
3
3k
tw. (14)
3.4. Efficiency
The performance of this partitioning in Neville elimination is studied by measur-
ing its efficiency. The efficiency of a method is defined as
E = T (n; 1)
kT (n; k) (15)
being k the number of processors.
Therefore, once communication and computation time are calculated we are able
to estimate the efficiency of block, cyclic and block–cyclic-checkerboard partition-
ing. The theoretic efficiency reached for large values of n is shown in Table 1.
Note that the efficiency only depends on the number of processors when a block-
checkerboard partitioning is performed as happens in Gaussian elimination (see [20]).
As a result, there is an upper bound of 1/3 on the efficiency of this parallel formu-
lation. This inefficiency is due to processor idling resulting from an uneven load
distribution. Some times, this problem can be alleviated using cyclic distribution due
to the difference in work load between any two processors is at most O(n/
√
k) in
each iteration. Thus, the efficiency of the Gaussian elimination in this distribution
Table 1
Efficiency for checkerboard partitioning
Distribution Efficiency
Block-checkerboard ≈
√
k
3
√
k−2
Cyclic-checkerboard ≈ 2tc2tc+tw
Block–cyclic-checkerboard ≈ 2tc
2tc+ 1m tw
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is close to 1. Nevertheless, in case of Neville elimination this cyclic distribution
increases the communication doing that its efficiency depends on some constants (tc
and tw).
Finally, in case of block–cyclic-checkerboard, the efficiency depends on the block
size, the time spent to carry out one operation in float point and the transfer time of
a number in float point.
In an ideal parallel system the efficiency is equal to one. In the practice the effi-
ciency is between zero and one, depending on the degree of effectiveness with which
the processors are utilized. In our algorithm, the largest efficiency is reached when
block–cyclic-checkerboard partitioning is performed, and in this case the efficiency
is almost one.
4. Numerical results
In previous section we have studied some parameters which allow us to evalu-
ate the theoretical performance of the Neville method when the data of the linear
equation system are distributed by using checkerboard partitioning.
At this point, the empirical and theoretical performances are compared because
it is well known that the empirical behavior may be different due to a bad model,
collateral effects or overheads. If the empirical behavior is as good as the theoretical
one, these values will allow us to extrapolate what happens when the resources are
insufficient (typically memory size).
Thus, the theoretic model’s constants used in this work have been obtained by
using a least squares approximation (similar studies can be seen in [10]). These con-
stants, tc, ts and tw, on a Parallel PC cluster using public domain Message Passing
Interface (MPICH) and Linux Terminal Sever Project (LTSP), are:
tc = 3.8× 10−8 s, ts = 8.8× 10−5 s, tw = 1.3× 10−6 s. (16)
Now we analyze what happens when we compare the empirical and estimated (the-
oretical) results. To do this, all terms in expressions (7) and (12) and the values
computed in (16) are taken into account.
Table 2
Estimated and empirical efficiencies for block-checkerboard
Dimension Processors Estimated Empirical
1200 4 0.48 0.49
16 0.34 0.35
2400 4 0.49 0.50
16 0.37 0.38
3600 4 0.49 0.50
16 0.38 0.39
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Fig. 2. Efficiencies for block–cyclic-checkerboard partitioning.
Fig. 3. Estimated efficiency for block–cyclic-checkerboard partitioning.
Table 2 shows the estimated and empirical efficiencies obtained for block-check-
erboard partitioning. We can observe that both efficiencies are quite similar under
the same conditions.
If the same values of n are considered, cyclic-checkerboard partitioning reaches
a value for the empirical efficiency in the interval [0.04, 0.05] for 4 and 9 processors
respectively; and the estimated one is 0.06.
In case of block–cyclic-checkerboard partitioning the maximum efficiency is ob-
tained by using an adequate block size, called optimum block size. Hence, for fixed
n and k, mop is defined by the value of m(m ∈ [1, n/
√
k]) with which the optimum
block size is obtained. Thus, Fig. 2 shows that Neville method reaches efficiency
very close to 1 when using a proper block size (mop).
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As the performance of both efficiencies (theoretical and empirical) is quite similar
we can extrapolate the behavior of the empirical model using the theoretical one. The
result of this extrapolation for block–cyclic-checkerboard partitioning being k = 36,
64 and 121 processors and for high values of n is presented in Fig. 3.
As we can see in Fig. 3, the proposed algorithm has an efficiency near to 1 when
n and k grow, showing, besides, a stable behavior.
Therefore, we can conclude that the performance model used is adequate and
there are no collateral effects when working with the studied partitionings.
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